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Co4hsional Ionization as a Nonlocallzed Process and the Breakdown of the

Franck-Condon Approximation
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In FInW Fnam Ic 1. 1Wo 1

It is demonstrated by a model computation based on a semiclassical theory that in collisional ionization the
Franck-Condon approximation, equivalent to the assumption that the ionization event takes place locally, does
not always apply.

I. Introduction and V,(R) represents the bound-continuum coupling
We consider collisional ionization processes of the type parametrized by the electronic energy e (defined in eq 5).

A* + B - A + B+ + e- Equation 3 clearly indicates the nonlocality of the poten-
tial. This potential, however, can be localized with the help

usually referred to as Penning ionization.' The conceptual of the FC approximation.6 It consists of the following: in
picture most often used in the description of such procemes the integration over e in eq 3, only those values of e are
hinges on the Franck-Condon (FC) or quasistatic ap- considered important for the R' integration at which the
proximation: namely, an electron of energy e can only be product JI(E'.RR) •2(E.R') is slowly varying. If the wave
emitted at the particular internuclear distance R where functions 4,. are regarded as WKB wave functions, and

f - W2 (R) - Wl(R) (1) also if V,(R) is assumed to be slowly varying, the station-

W2(R) and WI(R) being the potential energy curves cor- ary-phase approximation, together with eq 4, would im-

relating to A* + B and A + B÷, respectively. This picture mediately lead to the FC resonance, condition eq 1. Thus,

of localized transitions, while intuitively appealing and in the t integral, e can be regarded as a function of R (given
generally useful, has never been directly verified. Indeed, by eq 1) in the product V,*(R) V,(R'). By virtue of the
many previous approaches 2 - to the problem of Penning completeness of the set I,'(ER)l the rest of the integral
ionization have preferred to adopt it as the starting point leads to the delta function 6(R - R ) and localization is
of their formulations. In this work we report on a model finally achieved through the R' integration. It therefore
computation based on the He + Ar system which dem- appears that any theory which employs a width factor
onstrates explicitly the failure of the localized-transitions r,(R) - to(e)lV.11 in a complex potential has already im-

picture. Although this example by no means rules out the plicitly (or explicitly) made use of the FC approximation:
validity of the FC approximation in many cames," certain in that a differential-integral equation (involving a non-
doubts can now be raised about its indiscriminate use. local potential) has been reduced to a differential equation

It is perhaps useful to recall the origin of the FC ap- (involving only a local, though complex, potential).
proximation. The crucial point is that, for a system in- Our approach is to avoid using the basis set of the
volving bound-continuum interactions, the Schr6dinger tlectronic Hamiltonian (H2.) leading to eq 2 and thus by-
equation dom not lead to a differential oquation but to a pas using the FC approximation for localization at this
differential-integral equation of the form$ (ignoring the early stage. Instead, a basis set consisting of eigenfuxntions
complications due to partial-wave decomposition) of Hg (the adiabatic representation) is chosen, with the

result that a simpler equation consisting of nonlocality only

-L2 d + W2(R) - E k(E,R) = (2) for e (eq 24) is obtained. This equation is simpler in the
U2a dR1 sense that the kernel K(e,,') is of a very favorable nature:

it is separable. We have shown previously" that this im-
where portant feature allows eq 24 to be recast in tho! iform of an

I - fdfdi"' V..(R) V.(R) 40 k(Eo'A) X integral equation of a relatively simple type, thus per-
A O () mitting a solution without introducing any localization

÷t.(Eo'.R•) ÷=~2(EJ () ~ approximation a priori. Interesting as it is, we will, how-

E 0' N E - (4) ever, not pursue this path here. Our rationale in this work
is the following- having established a fornialism in which

(1) For a revlew of this subjct, se A. Niehaus in 'Advances in a localization approximation is not incorporated in the first
Chemical Physimc, Vol. 46, Pan 2. J. Win. McGowan. Ed., Wiley. New place, we have the option of carrying it through with or

o York, 1951. p .399 If.
- (2) T. P. O'Malley. Phys. Rev.. 1". 14 (1966. without making that approximation at some later stage,

(3) M. Mori. J. Phyc. Soc. Jpn.. 25. 773 011). and make a comparison. This will be done via a pertur-
(4) H. Nakamurs. J. Ph,..,, E. Jpn., 24 1473 (1969).. bative solution of eq 24. Our purpose, then, is to inves-•.• (5) W. H. Miller. J. Chom, Phys..S, 92,35& (1•7).
(6) .. J. Ciiek. Phys, R... A, 51, 392 (1978). tigate whether a localization condition (either of the form

.2 (7) J. C. Bellurn and D. A. Michi. Phys. Rev. A. IS. 1438 (1978). of eq 1 or of some other general form. f r(R)) will suffice
(8) K.. Lam, J. C. IMhfum. and T. F. CGeore, Ch*m. Phya., 13. 219 for the solution of eq 24.

(918). frteslto fe 4
i9) J. S. Dahler, R. K Turner. and S. F. Nielsn. J, Phys. Chem.. I. Our computation is based on a general semiclassical

1066 M92). theory of collisional ionization developed earlier, t which
o (10) L It. R-.lye and D A. Mkfh. ntm J. Q.nntum Chm.. Qtmntum treats explicitly the nonlocalization of the transitions be-S ' si Chum. Symp.. 13. ,R9 (1979). In this work. the v.Jidity of tho Franck-

Condon. opprouimatm for t•ta ionit•tkm er " -a towm (um-ned or tween W. and W 1. In section I1, the relevant part-s of this
> -4 all the partial ways and intopitad we 4) ia demonatrated Indirectly theory will be briefly reviewed (more complete derivations
o t4 through the uae of the two-atat* approximatson within a discrstiaed
- *0 multchannel formalism. In our work. wo attempt to invoetmtew ti!*

Fraick- Condon, approalmation at the more basi level of amingi Partial (11) K.S. [Am. T. F. G.,wgte and D. K. flhewatrreca, My* PA, Pt% A.
w,'.R , and .27. 1 .1&
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of equations presented therein can be found in ref 11). W(0)) -= I0(0)) (17)

Section III will deal with the model computation and its
results; and finally, in section IV, we will discuss some which implies
pertinent problems for future investigations. -Y,(O) = AO,(0) (18)

II. Theory The transition probability for the ionization process is

A diabatic basis set Ij•2(t)),I4+(t),)I corresponding to given by

W 2 and W, are assumed such that the following conditions lim IS.,(t) 2

are satisfied: 
(--

(4(t)l0iHI+(t),0) = V,(t) (5) where

(-+÷(t), 0,) - (WI(t) + 06)., (6) S,(t) (0+(t),dl(t)) (19)

(4(t)0IHM2(t)) = W2 (t) (7) This quantity can be expressed in terms of the time-de-

( 2) f (= ,E ,') =0 (8) pendent coefficients y,(t) as"i

( =04+" = 0 (9) IS,(t)12 
- Iy(t)12 1 + 3, 2 (t) (20)

with H being the total Hamiltonian involving electronic I (W 21(t) - 02 + rF2t)
coordinates. Equation 5 defines the bound-continuum There is one such quantity S,(LW, for each partial wave
configuration-interaction coupling V,(t), while eq 6 implies characterized by the orbital angular momentum quantum
that there are no couplings between the different contin- number L of the A-B relative motion. The total differ-
uum states. (The quantization volume of the system will ential ionization cross section (with respect to electronic
eventually be allowed to approach infinity so that the
discrete indices will become continuum ones.) Equations energy s), dG/dE, is then given by
8 and 9 specify the condition of the absence of "velocity" da1/d = (Tp,/Ko2)F(2L + 1)IS,WL)12 (21)
or nonadiabatic couplings. L

As discussed in ref 11, eq 5-9 are simply taken to con- where
stitute the "model" of the present theory, and questions
concerning the explicit construction of the diabatic states K0

2 = 2gEt/1h2  (22)

or even their existence will not be dealt with here. The with k, being the reduced mass and E, the total collision
present theory also makes use of classical trajectories for energy of the system.
the A-B3 relative motion (with internuclear coordinate If we now make the assumption that the time variation
trajectory R(t)), so that V,, W2, and W, all become explicit of r, is insignificant, i.e.
functions of time, as they appear in eq 5-7.

We now choose an adiabatic representation I11,(t))I in It1, << 0"« (23)
which nonadiabatic couplings do not vanish, but which Equation 16, on passing to the continuum limit in the
comprise the exact eigenstates of F: energy variable t', can be shown" to be equivalent to the

H10,(t)) - (W, + 01040(t)) (10) following differential-integral equation for -y,:

These can be expanded in terms of the diabetic set: i+ ,
10,Mt) -f OJO-,(t) 0t) + 0÷(t),0) + FXeMI( ) 0÷t,f ) (11) (w,,-• ir,)2

"W 21 V, * ,- p ,, V , ''')1

It can then readily be deduced that (W2 - o + i r)o df' (24)
-(W3J0 - - "r,)

X.(0) , (12) We note that the separability of the kernel in the above

-i0 equation permits it to be recast as an integral equation-a
-V, Volterra equation of the second kind." We will here,

-,t , W t)M ir(t (13) however, pursue a perturbative solution based on the as-
sumption

with the instantaneous level width given by 7Y'(t) -" ,,(t) (25)

r~m 1 rp(0IVJ
2  (14) which is to be used in the right-hand side of eq 24. Since

where p(f) is the energy density of continuum states and 3,(t) is a known quantity (eq 13), eq 24 reduces to a
W2 ' W2 - Wl. first-order ordinary differential equation. Provided that

Now 10,(t)) represents FrAnck-Condon 'stations& for the collision times t of interest
states, so that "wave packets" including the effects of t << h/2F, (26)
nonadiabstic transitions between the I1,(t)) can be con-
structed: the solution to this differential equation is giwren approx-

) d I imately by"10(to) - F -f,(t) elp{-(i/h) 0 d ' C [IW ,(t I + f) l!o,(t) .#,..a(- ,,'.r

(15) ,()0 - y,(O) + i 'dt, ' ,2 (r ,)l/' l,"( Wl - iF,.)

The time-dependent Schr6dinger equation then yields the (2"7)
equation of motion for "y,(t): The integral is of a form such that the stationary-phase

= ,)e " () approximption is likely to be applicable for its evaluation.
This approximation would be exact in the strict clasg.icsl

The initial condition i' given by limit h 0; snd in a great varietv of collision problems
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signs on the incoming and outgoing portions of the tra-
jectory, the -true' stationary configurations (R(to)) may

6 I be shifted to either side of the Franck-Condon configu-

rations by an appreciable amount.
At this point, we have no a priori reason to expect that

"the stationary-phase approximation will work for eq 27.
Indeed, it may be rmnised that, since the present problem
involves bound-continuum interactions, localization,
whether it conforms to the Franck-Condon points or not,
would not be expected to take place. Inthe nerI secti( n

Sw2 we will attempt to settle the question by-perfori ing cal-
"E L culations on a specific model system.

IIl. Model System and Results

We apply eq 27 to the Heo(ls2s,3S) 1- Ar Penning ion-
-6 ization system using the following model potential curves

(all values are given in atonic units):8

WWWR) - V2(R) (31a)

-W WI(R) - VR) - Eo Eo = 0.149 (51b)-1s " I

5 7 9 1 13 Vi(R) - A,-. 4 'l -0,4R) Oi(R) i - 1,2 (32)

R (to ) o,(R) - C&/R + CI/R' (33)
Rpm~ 1. Po09*i ctws for to He + Ar c Al",~ b~ando sysiem.
W,(R) comistas to He*(ls2s.S) + Ar at.; WAR) to He + Ar÷. Ai *i(R) ([1 + expJ-(R - R1)/b1 I]-1[1 + 041 + exp((R -
qsnufet we In asow. unks Ro)/b,]t"] (34)

treated in the semiclassical context which do not involve AI - 44.65270 A2 = 4.39678 (35)
bound-continuum interactions, it is indeed found to be
excellent.1 2 The advantage of the stationary-phase ap- b- - 0.53.0 b b2 0.9675 (36)
proximation, when valid, is that the result allows a very C61 - 7.94 Cs - 226.0 (37)
interesting physical interpretation of the collision process,
namely, transitions take place locally in configuration C41 - 0.04 Ca - 0.0 (38)
space. In the context of eq 27, the lowest order station-
ary-phase result would be given by 01-6.42317 02-2.81505 (39)

Po- - 5.7689 Ro, - 8.73010 (40)

__ ._y 2htr These potential cmves are shown in Figure 1 (drawn to

.Y)(s) + 2 scale). The interaction configuration coupling strength.r,

r.- 1.05 x lo-6 (41)

exp - VW2 1(to)to0 e•' t ' (28) This assumption of constant coupling strength may be
Iirlt0) I somewhat unrealistic as r, is usually t.ken8 to have an

(r,(to))" t0o exponential dependence on R. It is adopted here to render
the model as simple as possible, inparticular, as the va-

In this equation the sum is over the stationary points to lidity of localization does not depend on the nature of r..
which satisfy Computations are made for do"/de (7-roth partial wave)

- W,(t) - sV 2(t)t (29) for a range of values of e between 0.155 and 0.19 au ac-
cording to eq 21 and 27. For a particular value of e, the

the : signs in the exponential are to be used according as classical trajectory is obtained by propagation on the po-
-2W,, - W2 ,t > or < 0. If eq 28 is valid, the most im- tential curve W, + e, using Hamilton's equations of motion.
portant contributions to the ionization process would then The choice of the potential surface follows as a conse-
be localized to the discrete times to, or the discrete con- quence of eq 10. The initial kinetic energy E, for the
figurations R(tO), where R is the A-B internuclear coor- trajectory corresponding to a given 4 is then given by
dinate. The fact that there may be more than one sta-
tionary point for a particular trajectory leads to quantum Ei - Et + E0 - (42)
interference effects within a semiclassical treatment. where E, is the actual initial kinetic energy with respect

We recall that in most conventional interpretations of to the potential curve W2(R). For the present computa-
Penning icnization, localization, according to the Franck- tions this is chosen to be

Condon approximation (eq 1), is assumed to take placewhere E, - 0.061 (43)

- W21(t) 0 (30) The reduced mas of the He-Ar system used here is given

Equation 29, however, indicates that, when localization by

applies at all, it takes place at points quite different from i - 6631.406 (44)
those implied by eq 30. In fact, since Wit has opposite Propagation is initiated at the internuclear distance R -

20.0 in the approeching phase and carried out until R
(12) W. H. Mille,. Adv. Chem. Phyi., 25.09 (19'74). 20.0 in the separating phase. Results are obtained for (i)
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SFguro 3. L = 0 partial wave differential ionization cross section
d0c/dd as a fktncllon of e. The dashed curve is the stationsry-phaseresut, oObtained by using eq 25; the solid cujve gives the exact resu"t,

obtaiined by numerical qcuaciature of the integral in ecI 24.

5 6 7 8 roughly corresponds to the Franck-Condon condition eq

S2. W2, and W , as fun s of t for total i al kinetc 1, the ionizing transition rate peaks at the Franck--Condon

energy F. = 0 ., snd = 0.19. ,A Iquanties are In atornic unit. points. The extent of the actual -spread" of the transition
Reslts are obtained , propating HamAion's equato w a t region remains quite indefinite. Hence, the Franck-Con-
step size At = 10 9':. don approximation, though still useful as a crude estimate

of the general vicinity of the transition region, cannot be
the direct numerical trapezoidal quadrature of eq 27, in used as a basic premise justifying strict localization in
which case the time step size for the propagation is de- collision theory. Moreover, in cases where the station-
creased until the integrated values become convergent, and ary-phase approximation does apply, strict localization
(ii) the stationary-phase case using eq 28, in which case obtains, and, as shown in section II, the Franck-Condon
the time step size is taken to be 10 au. (The totai time approximation will predict erroneous localization poNints.
required for the above-specified trajectory is - 1.3 X 101.) Our model for the theory has been chosen to illustrate,
Figure 2 shows the results for W21 and Wn as a function under the most simplifying assumptions possible, the in-
of time for = 0.19 au and propagation stepwise At = 10 adequacy of the Franck-Condon approximation. As a
au. consequence, some compromise to reality has been made.

In Figure 3, the results are presented for dao0'/df (t - One such is the assumption of the constancy of F, with
0.155 to 0.19 au) using the two methods of respect to R. Since the validity (or lack of it) of the
computation-direct numerical quadrature and station- Franck-Condon approximation should not depend on the
ary-phase appro-imation. These results demonstrate detailed nature of F,, this assumption has been made in
c!early the discrepancy between the two methods, indi- the interest of arriving at the relatively simple form for
cating the failure of the stationary-phase approximation, the differential-integral equation of motion (eq 24) and
and consequently invalidating the picture of localized in- the subsequent result eq 27. These would require modi-
teractions. It is, however, interesting to note the quali- fication if the time (or spatial) variation of F, becomes
tative resemblance between the two sets ot' results. important. Hence, further work including this effect

should prove worthwhile in order to bring the model chlser
IV. Discussion to reality, although the mojor conclusion is not expected

The main conclusion to be drawn from this work is that to be changed.
the Franck-Condon approximation (in the sense stated in Another worthwhile direction of further investigations
the introduction) cannot be applied indiscriminately to would be the nonperturbative treatment of eq 24 via the
bound-continuum problems, such as Penning ionization, solution of an integral equation (as mentioned in section
This implies that the convenient picture of localized II), or the carrying out of the perturbative solution to
transitions in configuration space does not necessarily hold higher orders. It must be pointed out that we have not
in molecular collisicns involving a continuum of energy attempted here to delineate rigorously the general criteria
eigenstates. We should note, however, that, even though of validity for the perturbative treatment used. This
strict localization (at a discrete configuration) has been problem would also appear to warrant further work.
invalidated -rough^ localization may still hold because of With regard to the physical characteristics of the
the factor (t - W2 - iF,)-' occurring in the integrand of problem, a natural extension i5, to include the spin and
eq 27. But then the degree of localization is much harder propagation direction of the emitted electrons as observ-
to specify than in the stationary-phase case. The strongest ables. This would entail enlargement of the continuum
statement one can make is that, since t - W - F, F 0 basis set to include these degrees of freedom, and also some
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detailed studies of the spin- and direction-dependent spin unit vector) in the probleLi of collisional ionization.
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